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-St. Louis pursues plan for future
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October 2,1995 .

by Susan Benton
of The Current staff
Before the tum of the century,UMStLouis pIans to expand beyond itS
cWTent boundaries. The most recent
rendition of the Master Plan,
which was prepared by Sasaki
. Associates,Inc., was released
in August of 1993. The plan
saves as a guideline for the
expansion of the Upjversity
and its SWTOundingS.
The plan proposes the
construction of several buildings within the next ten years.
Thesebuildingsincludeanew
Student Center, which will
save as both a recreational
and service facility for students; a Communications
Arts Building, which will
serve as a "landmark" as it
will be visible from 1-70. The
plan also includes new student housing facilities, and
the construt:tion of more accessible parking lots/garages.
Property acquisitions along
Florissant Road and the Norfolk and Westem Railroad
have either already been purchased or will be considered
for purchase as they beco,!lli! ~ailable.
One of the primary concerns detailed throUghout the Master Plan is
eliminating the barrier that seems to
have formed between the North and
South Campuses. Development of a
vehicular networK will provide direct
connection between North and South
Campuses and establish readily identifiable access points to the University.
New academic buildings and an associated parking garage will be con-

structed on the North Campus to accommodate the relocation of the School
of Education and expansion of other
academic prograrils as well.
The Master Plan is broken down
into three major phases. Pha,se one in-

cludes Critical Facility Needs. This
phase basically focuses on what needs
to be improved and needs to be established in the near future. This includes
improvement to West Drive, the construction of a parking garage to the
north of Bugg Pond, the addition to the
University Center, and the Construction of the Communication Arts/Continuing Education complex and associated parking garage.
Enhancement of the pedestrian con-

nection between the Metro Link station
and the core campus is stronglyemphasized throughout the plan. The
Uni veristy also want stoestablish Metro
Link: travel as a safe method of transport to and from the campus.
Enhancements to the entrance of the University Cen. terfJ.C.Penney Building facing the quad will also occur
during this phase. improvements to the existing quad and
grass lots on campus will ma.terialize at this time as well.
This includes new and improved landscaping arrangements and the construction of
horticultura1 research and display gardens. South Campus
improvements include the expansion of student housing,
including market-rate apartments.
The most involved, perhaps most long-tenn phase of
development is the second.
Phase two of the plan deals
with the needs for the target
goal enrollment of the University which is 16,000 students. The construction of new
academic, administrative,
parking and recreational facilities that will accommodate such a
popuiationareencompassed in this facet
of the plan. Programs such as Optometry, Nursing and Arts & Science, will
. be looking at an increased spoce need
of 10 percent each.
The School of Optometry andNursing will be relocated to the fonner
Deaconess Hospital. Marillac College
will be used as a student residence hall
and related student activities. A target
enrollment of 1,200 students is ex-

peeted by the end of the century.
The Master Plan suggests positioning additional athletic facilities northwest of the existing facilities. Construction of these facilities will require
the acquisition of the land off Geiger
Road.
Phase two is also the phase
where campus structure and spatial
order corries into play. The Master
Plan stresses the importance of OTganizing a structure that will contribute to the development of a cohesive campus, and "develop
memorable spaces which help establish a lasting image of the UniverSity."
Improvements to West Drive
south of the Science Center and
East Drive, and realignment of Mark
Twain Drive will occur during this
phase as well. The existing parking
garages "C" and "D" will be eliminated and landscaping will take their
place. The University will alos build
a new parking garage on East Drive.
Phase three of the Plan focuses
on the long-term development needs
of the University and the surroundipg community. This phase includes
the construction of additional academic and administrati ve buildings.
Nothing is definite because the timing is beyond the development of
the current master plan .
In her State of the University
Address, Chancellor Blanche
Touhill stated, "Let me say that I
am fueled by an extreme feeling of
optimism. I believe that the time is
right, that the people are right, that
our vision is right for the University of Missouri-St. Louis to further
connect and grow with the community in a bold and meaningful way."
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Tenured African American
faculty honored for service
by Michael O'Brian
of The Current staff

..
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Fire trucks arrive at University Meadows to find that the grease fire had been dowsed.

· F-'Ire.'F-Ire.
·I 'F-Ire.,
U h ...
Fire displaces residents of University Meadows Apartments
" , by Heather Phillips
it. The pan caught on fire and produced
The frre alann went off throughout
of The Current staff
two foot flames.
Building five. A resident of Apartment
.
The residents of#535 ran next door 526 said she heard a man outside callA small grease fire occurred at the to the apartment of Jason Brown, one ing 911. At that point she yelled frre.
University Meadows apartment com- of the University Meadows' CommuApproximately three minutes after
, plex at approximately 10:00 p.m., nity Assistants (C.A.) of Building five. the alann sounded, seven police cars
.,. Monday, Sept 25. Several residents Om~ of Brown's roommates, Gabe ' and five frreengines arrived. The entire
weredisplaccd due to water damage in Amsinger,answered the door. Thegirl.s building was evacuate<i
three apartments in Building five of the explained the the situation. Amsinger
After the building had been checked
~ compiex.Althoughthefirewasquickly looked out the door and saw smoke for damage, Gary Clark, a police ofextinguished, five fire trucks and seven coming out of the Apt. 535
ficer at the scene, walked around and
. ~ police cars reported to the scene.
Both men ran into the apartment. checked on everyone. After making
The four residents of Apt 535 were The frre alann went off and the kitchen sure the situation was under control
athoine when the fir~ began. Two sprinkler had been set off. They were and the residents of the building were
;.. residents were studying in their rooms, able to tum off the stove and get the pan fine, Clark wasrelieved that noone was
. one was in the living room, the other . off of the stove.
was cooking on the srove in the kitchen.
"[Thepan handle] was extremely
See Fire
The resident cooking left her pan hot," said Amsinger. "We could hardly
Page 4
on the stove wilhan inch of oil inside of touch it ". .

~

often forced to "Weill' many different
hats" to be successful.
The recognition was presented by
theUM-SL Louis BlackFaculty & Staff
Association. Deborah Burris, current
chairperson of the association and assisLIDt director of the Office of Equal
Opportunity, was the moderator for the
event

Seventeen years after UM-St
Louis tenured its firs t African American professor, a ceremony was held
to recognizeE verette Nance, Dean of
the Evening College, and the other
rtine African American faculty that
have been tenured since his arrival
in 1978.
The special presentation was
held Friday, Sept. 29 in the Summit Lounge, University of Missouri Curator Malliika Horne was
the guest speaker at the function.
"I know that you have overcome tremendous obstacles to
make this achievement," Home
said. 'The pinnacle of success for
any teacher is to become tenured. "
Home agreed with Chancellor Blanche Touhill who said that
UM-St Louis prides itself with
more tenured African American
faculty than the other UM-system
schools. However, Home said that
we have a long way to go.
"Out of the hundreds of professors, there are only ten tenured
African American faculty at UMGwendolyn Turner received an
SL Louis," Home said. "The Universily has done an outstaflding job
"TItis is a celebration of accomagainst a system that has spawned a plishments and achievements," Bwris
less than welcome environment, but said. "It's always important to pay reit has only been recently the Univer- spect to those who have achieved."
sity has turned."
Nance responded for the group of
. Homecit.ed theChancellor's lead- honorees after the presentation ofawards
ership as a positive force in acquiring was completed.
tenured African American faculty.
"TIils campus has been kind to me,
She said that we must have women but not without effon," Nance said.
and people of color to acquire tenure "Tenure is only the beginning, too often
because those are the people who professor's productivity shows a draunderstand an urban campus and the matic decline after tenure. Set the sLID"non-traditional students" who are dard, but don't break. your own rules."

There are ten African American
tenured faculty at UM-St Louis, and
there are nine other African Americans on tenure track. Tenure track
means that those involved have six
years to prove themselves in three
areas that the Chancellor cited in her
remarks at the event. Those areas
considered are research, teaching and

Photo: Mike Bowdern

award from Deborah Burris.
service.
The ten faculty members recognized at the event were: Barbara Graham, associate professor of Political
Science; Everette Nance, previously
mentioned; Adell Patton, associate
professor of History; Robert Ray,
associate professor of Music; Vette
Sanders-Thompson, associate pro-

See Tenured
__ 'Page 4
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HELP WANTED

The Current Classifieds
Buying? Selling? Trading? Adds in the Classifieds make $cents$!!!
Classifieds are FREE to students, faculty and staff. All others classifieds
are $8.00 far forty words ar less. Call Deana at 515-5175 for detailed
advertisement rates. To place your ad use the ad farm on this page.
Place Your Ad or Personal TODAY!!!

Q.UANTUM TECHNOLOGIES
1 ·N· COR P 0

RAT E D

Unsurpassed Expertise

Laser Printer Repair
& Preventive Maintenance

Responsive to Your Needs

349-6600
Post Warranty: HP·Apple·QMS·Brother
Warranty Center: Canon

l
J

GOOD WAGES ! FLEXIBLE
HOURS TO SUIT YOUR COLLEGE
SCHEDULE! Opening! closing managers , shift supervisors, cooks, counter
heJp and cashiers needed at food court
restaurants . Full- and part-time positions. TUITION REIMBURSEMENTPLAN. Call Tom at 962-1575,
or apply in person at First Federal
Frank $ Trust Co. at Saint Louis Galleria or Crestwood Plaza.

• •• •• •• ••••••••

Part Time Jobs! The Old Spaghetti
Factory is now hiring energetic people
for wait, host, bus and kitchen staff.
Apply in person Mon.-Fri. 11am-5pm,
727 N. 1st St on Laclede's Landing.
(314) 621-0276 eoe

Do you:

COME TO THE BEST PLACE TO WORK
& THE BEST PLACE TO STAY

MARRIOTT PAVILION HOTEL
Is looking to fill the following positions:

*Front Desk/Guest Response
*Valet Runners
*Banquet Servers
*Night Audit
*Cocktail Servers
We have excellent benefits & opportunities for growth.
Apply in person Mon-Wed, 9-11 am or 2-4 pm. On sight
interviews being conducted. All applicants are subject to

drug testing.

• • and
• • on-call
• • • • positions.
• • • •• All
Pan• •time
shifts available. Work with individuals
with developmental disabilities in supported living setting. Minimum starting pay $625/hr. Apply in person/mail
or fax resume to: Lifestyle Options and
Opportu ni t i es· 220M ay fair
Plaza' Florissant, MO·63033· Fax355-2611.

~ _Beads & Craft
~ - 2538 Woodson Road ~

Have some stress?
Want to enhance your memory?
Need to lose weight or stop smoking?
Want to build your self esteem?

You CAN do this and more through SELF-hypnosis!
Hypnosis is a state offocused concentration, accompanied
by deep relaxation.
Call The Mind I Body Hypnosis Centre 440.5948

W ANTED: Waiters, Waitresses, Bar
tenders & dishwashers. Please call
Aarold at NEZZIE'S JAMAICAN
CUISINE from 9-11am at 421-4524.
Address: 2230 Olive near Jefferson.
•••••••••••••••
Full and part time positions available at
West County's largest wallpaper store.
Good pay and ben efits . Discount
Decorating Outlet, 11618PageService
Dr. Call 994-0026, ask for Don.

Overland, MO 63114
(314) 890-0497

London

Paris
Frankfurt

Madrid

Tokyo
Rome

•••••••••••••••
$5,000-$8,000 Monthly

Working distributing our Product
Brochures. Get Paid-We Supply Brochures. FIf or PIf. For FREE info
Write: Director-Coney Island Ave.,
Ste. 427· Brooklyn , NY 11230.

$1000 Fundraiser
Fraternities, Sororities & Student Organizations. You've never seen the
Citibank fundraiser that pays $5.00 per
applications. Call Donna at 1-800-9320528 ext 65. Qualified callers receive
a FREE camera..
.

CASH FOR COLLEGE. 900,000
Grants Available. No Repayments,
Ever. Qualify Immediately. 1-800- •
243 -2435.
•i

•••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••

$319

Message:

$399
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.Travel~
1-8()()"2-COUNCIL
(1 -800-226-8624)
can today for a FREE
Student Travels magazine I

Also Featuring:
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Get off it. Exercise.
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Lonely Canadian will STRIP for Beer.
Call Glenn at 727-5329.

""' ......

.....
COLORADO

B

nation's leading college students

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Nominations are currently being accepted for students who
will be included in the 1995 Who's Who among students in
American Universities and Colleges directory. If you are a
student with a record of outstanding academic and
extracurricular achievement, you may qualify to be honored
by this prestigious national collegiate tradition.
To be considered, nominees must meet
the following criteria:
• Be a senior or graduate student
• Have an above average academic standing
• Have made contributions in academic and extracurricular
activities
• Have demonstrated leadership, citizenship and service to
the school and the community
• Show potential for future achievement
Students may nominate themselves or each other by:
. 1. Picking up a nomination form at a dean's office or at 267
University Center.
2. Completing the form
3. Returning the form by Monday, October 9, to the 4ean's
office of the school or college in which you are enrolled.

Nominations submitted after this date will not be accepted!

If you have questions contact the University Center/
Student Activities Office at 516·5291.
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Please STOP eating my dog food,
Scott! !
-Ruff, J.

• ••••••••••••••

This is thelasttimeJoanna,pickupyour ."
underwear!
,-
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STEAMBOAT
BRECKENRIDGE ~"58
VAJlJBEAVER CREEK
I

1C!t~

YOLl. FRO III~TlOII AJlD IIUD1YATlOIIS

1·aOO·SUNCHASE
NOBODY DOES SKI BREAKS BETTER!

-Andy

•••••••••••••••
To Tamrny:

v,'

't

. You know i really, truly love you! ! •.
-.Mr. X
"
Honey
•••••••••••••••
Let's go to the riverfront this weekend. We could sip red wine and eat Ben
and Jerry's ice cream like we did last
summer.
-Always D.A. -.

·

~

THE WORLD

AWAITS yOU

Apartment:
from $270

If you 're thinking of volunteering
Qversp.a s, then l T-nsk!cr Peace C orps_

P-.ace Corps Volunteu, with backgrounds
in education, agriculture, health, business,
an.d the environment are Clurently serving
. in 93 countries in Asia{.tj'ie:J'acific, Africa.
Central and Sot~1:J\Jl,m<:a~ and ceittral
and Eash"'..- gwop~:.:Wha~\>!ryoqi: ' .
degree.ot fietdiofe.x pl!ri<iriCt!. there's .
a chart<;e y oucan'P1,lt itao work

8951 NaturalBridge

an annual honors program honoring our

-

PERSONALS

F9'*1g Hurt ~

427-4141

American Universities & Colleges

I
I
II
I
I•
I
I
I
I
I~

Drop-off your ad at The CUTTent 7940 Natural Bridge OR Call 516-5175 ~ .

Amencan Heart ~
Associatiou..V

Call Imo's for fast, hot
delivery to your door!

students in

~

>

12 Inch 2 Topping Pizza

among

Student #: _ _ _ _ _ __

(You must include your name and swdent# for the ad to run.)

Favorite Pizza
For 30 Years

Who's Who

• •• • • • • • • • • • ••••

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT!!!
Liunag's Premier Perfonners can be
found at The Way Out Club, 3157
Cherokee. Call 664-7638 for directions. Open mic poetry follows Liunag.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

$31 9
$449

st. Louis'

Announcement of selection to

'

$319

ONE BROADWAY, ST. LOUIS, MO 63102 (314) 421-1776
EOEMIFID/V

Free Deli very
With UMSL l.D_

.... .......... .

$309

PAVILION DOWNTOWN

$7.50

PREGNANT? Don't face your choices
alone. We offer FREE confidential
help as you experience medicall emotional/ relationship needs. Bethany
Christian Services has provided caring
sllpJX)n for fifty years. Let's talk. Call.
Erin or Heather at (314) 644-3535, We
listen! WORLD WIDE WEB: http:/
!www.bethany.org! and Internet
email: info@ bethany.org

FINANCIAL AID FOR COLLEGE. '
Scholarships, grants, loans, internships
matches students to financial aid
sources they qualify for. For more in- ,
fonnalion write: Innovative Community Services· 9648 Olive Blvd.-Box .: '
228·St Louis MO ·63132.

PRIVATE INSTRUCTION
Chemistry' Mathematics
Call Dr. Joseph B. DENCE
After 7pm at 567-7845

~arnott

IMO'5
PIZZA

TRA VEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $2S-45/hr. teaching basic
conversational'tnglish in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required.
For infonnalion call: (206) 632-1146
extJ5746I.
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in)lltl<iy's Pea.,e.Corps.
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Most Pel\~fc~ip$ a"ssi~.nls require a .

B irthr ight ~.__.._.....
• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects
pregnancy 10 days after it begins.
• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
• IMMEDlATE practical as's istance
• ALL services FREE and confidential
Help Is N carby
Brentwood _____ 962-5300
St. Char'es ____ 724-1200
B .. llwin __ ____ .227-22&&
South City _ _ _ __ 962-3653
Bride;elon _ _ __ .221 - .115
Midlown. _____ 94&-4900
(AFTER HOURSI 1-800--55Q-4110D)

college deg,:ee andlor slgnifica·n t.amounts
of fileyant work experience: Sped frc
skill requ~ents for·each pdSit,on vary. ;<
but ~eral gualifidti~ ~uirerau .'

to bea V,s.Jcr;izen·at
- ' "'f
'"

Ai

),

-

professiomilly rewarding. w hich makes
it worth copsidering whether y ou are just
beginning;}'opt career,jn mid-<:arej!r ~
looKing for a'n~ji challenge;.or retired
and seeking a way.to.,p.utyo1,lcskillS to
w ork in a meaningfuf way. Call us al:

(314)935-4653

.~~.

~ ~:!~~b~~~r~~
VOlunMJ"J mu,.i lJOIi! us citi lMm ~ nd ~ umlH '{Io'OIlifialion.'I. Th o:
arrm of ~~ l" twu Y"~I'$. Thor m inimwn ~X" ~ JII, bu.
n ..
uPP"" a~ tUn it Po:;ICY Curps d lloi:!ll noll di.!crimin.n.. un IN b.. "is 01

m.".,."
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~.5It ... rotlig ioJn .~g'll!(UVd40 )tH wxw l<l ri.,btiun. Al I~C1! Cu rp\
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We Care.

~t18yearsalli.

Pea~'Coii>s,servi~e~kpersoilally and

'

Heat included!-1
bedroom, 2 room
efficiency, new
appliances, new carpet,
some furnished. 6
months or 1 year lease:
$270-$295 or a 2
bedroom, 1 bath
apartment: $315-$365. '

·

.

Bermuda
Heights
7744 Springdale
Normandy

381-8797

• I

.1
I

•J•

Tip The Scale In Your Favor!
South County YMCAis seeking college students
to work with school age children before and
after school in South County elementary schools.

Starting salary ranges from $5.00-$6.75 per hour.
If interested, please apply in person at the South
County YMCA, 12736 Southfork Rd.
Please address your completed application to
Attention: Amber

843-6703

EOE

•• i
I

·
•

.

:~

Hours are approximately from: 6:30
a.m.to9:00 a.m. and/or 3:00 p.m. to 6:00
p.m. Monday through Friday
Positions available aTe: ,
Child Care Assistant-Must possess at least one year
experience working with children.
Site Manager-Must have at least 60 college credit
hours, 12 hours in child care or related courses.

•

"

with a
Cooperative Education
(Co-op) Experience

.~

·

Check into it now!

Career Placement Services
308 Woods Hall

516-5111

.---
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Welcome to
cyber-space

•

.

~

.r by Michael O'Brian
of The Current staff

l can't believe it's been so long
since I stared at the fluorescent green
. ' hue cast off digital displays ofletters
. and numbers from a Radio Shack
• 2000. I used to strike the keys like a
"pianist pounds out the heart of Mozart
creating visual patterns and word games
in a language called
~BASIC.

But as time wore
on, the technology
"changed at a rapid
speed. Computers became available to
middle class America.
-Children became experts at first Nintendos and quickly
~ progressed to the phenomenon known
as the Wide World Web which, just
as it suggests, is a web that captivates
our intelligence and demands our attention.
.,
This discovered passage seemed
at frrst to be manufactured. It was like
• a man-made violation of natural orII.' der. But to the contrary, it was as
natural as satellite transmission, television, radio, telephone and telegraph
evolving from Indians listening to
• the ground for stampeding herds. It
was a destined discovery just like
~many that will follow.
So much had transpired that I
a! found myself grappling to keep up
with all of the new technologies: information overload.
.'
As is often my nature, I rebelled
against the system for being callous,
. ,and to this day it has had no effect. I
.!surrender; the system is too powerful, and everyone around me has
proven that this new discovery, this
Internet is a marvelous thing.
• Don'tgetmewrong,Idonotgive
this my most,heartfelt blessing. I have
4: a nervous fear of this expanding oc.topus wi'thtentacles that extend to the
"comers of our spherical earth. I apprehensively think of an Orwell reality where we sit in cubicles transferring information from terminal toterminal through zombie-like file serv.ers all in the greater good of nations.
This is not a radical concept but an
~evolutionary one. Moral deteriora-

tion finds its way into any thread of
fabric.
I have been mocked for rriy beliefs, and I have had my arm twisted
into the startling realization that I
cannot stop this process. Checking
my E-mail is now part of my job.
The overwhelming mass of
"cyber~punks" and "net-surfers" have
gotten my attention.
They are a body to be
reckoned with. At least,
I know that the private
market will contaminate
them with junk garbage,
and they will be forced
to digest multiple
pounds of unnecessary
and annoying filler sent
from remote points of
\lnywhere. Anyhow, The Current is
. now on-line.
Enter http://www.umsl.edu into
your computer to connect to UM-St.
Louis via the World Wide Web.This
will bring you to the UM-St. Louis
home page. Select the link to student
organizations ..yhich will lead you to
a list of the organizations that have
gotten onto "the Web." Now if you
select The Current, you· can read the
newspaper on your computer. Hopefully, some of you part-timers will
find extra time to check us out when
you~re just browsing through your
computer.
You can't avoid it. The "computer age" is a dynasty just like "industrialization" and the period of "isolation." So while your getting used to
the times, you might as well enjoy
The Current on-line, You can read
the stories and directly respond to our
E-mail addresses by selecting our
names on our home page.
Does it sound like I'm a hypocrite? I wentdown screaming "buddha
nature" all the way. However I did
buy the computer, the car, the phone,
the television and every other easylife appliance that has led me to my
frantic,exhausting,short-of-timelife.
I can adjust to the new environ- ,
ments. I just wish that they weren't
changing so much and so fast Just
when I get used to one, a new one
comes along. 1t's metaphorical of
death, and at least there's something
brutally honest in that
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Working for media and government a touchy situation ...,:

by Scott Lamar
of The Current staff

In America, it is the duty of the
press to monitor the activities of the
government and to keep the public
informed of its goingson. The press almost acts
like an additional check
in our system of government
Itis necessary for the
two entities to remain
separate so that there is
no conflict of interests.
Although it is common
for both sides to help
each other out through a favor or a
bribe, it is uncommon for an individual to collect a paycheck from
both sides.
If a member of a newspaper was
ever to obtain a job in government,
there is little doubt that a dangerous
situation would exist. The public
would perceive the newspaper to be a
tool of the government and both entities would be distrusted.

Hypothetically, if Mayor Freeman Bosley had an editorial position
on The St. Louis Post-Dispatch, he
would be in a position to influence or
write an article that would help to
push one of his id~? Furthermore,
he might be inclined to
censor a story that had
the potential to cause
him embarrassment.
For Bosley, or anyone else, these actions
would be considered
highly unethical. Even
if the person doing both
jobs was on the up and
up, a large portion of
the public would have a reason to
doubt what was really going on.
This particular situation has happened on our own campus. The
Current's managing editor, yours
truly, was elected the SGA assembly
chairman. The assembly chair is considered to be a member of the SGA
executive committee.
As the designated student representative for The Current, I am en-

titled to have a say at the student
government meetings just like any
other member. I accepted my nomination for the job of assembly chair
without hesitation. Before the election, I informed everybod y that I was
the managing editor of The Current.
Nobody voiced an objection, at least
not out loud.
In hindsight, however, I've considered the possible ramifications of
working for the two organizations. I
never had an ag nda of getting into
the inner-workings of SGA to snoop
out the problems that might exist
internally. But I understand that eyebrows could raise.
Personally, I viewed the situation
as another chance to better myself.
It's a chance to learn something, not
to see how much influence I can attain on this campus .
As managing editor, it is my job
to oversee the editorial side of the
paper.
It is the assembly chair's responsibility to keep order at the SGA
meetings and to put each motion into

understandable language for the student representatives be.fore it is debat~ on the floor, It is clear that the
situation warrants caution. To hold
both jobs is to expect too much trust
from people, I do not want any students to perceive that The Current
is tryin g to do something underhanded. So some kind of balance
had to be struck. Therefore, I plan
to take myself out of stories concernin g SGA .
In years past, the assembly chair
has taken an active role in pushing
issues for the SGA executive committee although the job description
presently is not clearly defined in the
SGA's bylaws.
This year, the president, vice
president and comptroller will have
to do without the services of the assembly chair as far as the decision
malcing process goes. I intend only to
abide by the rules of parliamentary
procedure, (i.e. making sure people
speak only when recognized and one
at a time) and those stipUlated by
student government.
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Letters to the editor
Student wants to express religious views on campus
Michael O'Brian
Scott Lamar
Pam White
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Julie Pressman
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E.ric T homas
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Thompson Knox
Don Barnes
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Michael Urness
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T ire Current welcomes letters to the editor. Letters are
edite'd for length. Letters must be designed as the editorial
. opinion' of The CUT'/I"ent is that a signed letter carries more
weighl with the readers.
The Current is published weekly on Mondays. Advertising rates are available upon
requesl by conlacting The Currenl's advertising office Bl (314) 516·5316. Space
reservations for advertisements must be received by 5 p.m. the Wednesdays pnor to
publication.
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.
labeled "Commenlary" or "Column" are the opinion of thelndiV1du wntcr.
All material contained in this issue is the propcny of 'The Currenl. and cannOl be
reproduced or reprinted without the expressed written consen t of The CurrenL
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To contact The Current
caU (314) 5' 1'6-5'174 fax liS at (314) 516-6811

I am a student who .is a Christian, meaning that I have committed my life to the Jesus Christ of the
Bible whom I believe in. I know
that there is much debate over the
separation of church and state. I
don't want to promote Jesus and the
Christian faith as simply my way,
but this faith is revealed in the Bible
which is the word of God.
UM-St. Louis is a secular cam-

pus, and we Christians on campus
must have a voice to be able to
reach our fellow students and our
professors as well as the staff, for
God so loves each of them that he
sent his son into the world to give
his life for their sin-and to rise again.
I would like free space where I may
post literature about what I believe
in at designated places on this campus.

We Christians who know the
solution to social ills need our forum on this campus, Is this a possibility and how can we obtain it?

Lisa A. DeSherlia
Editor's note
UM-Sl. Louis is a state school,
What that means to people who wish
to exercise their first amendment

rights is that you can use the grounds
of the campus as your pUblicforum.
This right to "peaceably assemble"
is usually restricted in some way. If
you wish 10 exercise this right on
the campus of UM -St, Louis you
should call Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Lowe "Sandy "
MacLean tofind out if their are any restrictions concerning time and
place.
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advertisements are
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Pedal Power
Campus police get a handlebar on
crime with three new acquisitions

by Julie Pressman
of The Current staff

peets can be followed quietly. He cites
the easy maneuverability of the bicycles in between cars as another adThe UM-St Louis police depart- vantage the bikes have over cars.
ment hopes to curb its already low
Three officers currently employed
crime rate with the installation of bi- by the lllliversity, volunteered to be the
cycle patrol.
first participants in this program. AlThe departrnentjust purchased three though the bikes have already been
state of the art TREK 7000 multipur- purchased and are at the station, they
pose bicycles sized specifically for three will not be used for duty until the
different officers at an all inclusive officers have completed comprehenprice of around $1,200-$1,500 each. sive training sessions at the St Louis
. Thepackages include accessories such County Mllllicipal Police Academy .
. as fenders ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ The ses and spesions will
cial police " These bikes give us access to last one
UJ1iforms.
week and
The all areas of campus and allow
include all
depart- for more personable service. " elements q.f
mentplans
riding the
to use the bikes to more easily access
hi-tech bicycles and the procedures for
poin ts on campus in the hopes of deter- approaching potential suspects and
ring crime and fostering better commu- crime victims.
nication with students and facult.y.
According to William , although
"Chief Roeseler initiated this pro- there are ree bi yc1es total, only
gram after seeing the success of similar one or two will be on the road at any
programs at other universities and con- one time. Because the bikes are sized
ventional police departments," Sergeant specifically for each of the three ofKen Williams said. 'These bikes give ficers, they can be used only by the
us access to all areas of campus and prescribe,d officer on their particular
allow for more personable service."
sh ift. The only exception when all
Williams sees the bicycles as an. three riders should be on patrol will
effective crime tool in areas such as the be on special occasions such as EXPO
parking garages and lots where sus- and Mirth day.

Residents in the complex were extremely helpful to the clisplaced girls.
from Page 1 Everyone who could not stay in their
apartment found a place eitheron or off
hurt.
'This is agreatexcuse fornotstudy- of campus for the nigh t. Res idents of
Apts. 515 and 525 were allowed back
ing," he said.
While the flremen were checking in Tuesday afternoon. Residents of Apt.
the apartments, they fo und that the two 535 were allowed back on the WednesapartmenL'; below,#515 and#525 ,were day following the incident.
"Everything went smoothly," said
also affected by the flre. Managing
Hale-Meindl.
"The sprinklers were efDirector of University Meadows, Lisa
fective
and
saved
(the res idents) lives."
Hale-Meindl, said Apt 515 was in
The
damage
has not yet been as"pretty good shape." When a resident
said
Kev
in Toombs, Universessed,"
from Apt. 535 asked about her apartsity
Meadows'
ResidentDirector.
"The
ment (#535), Hale-Meindl shook her
ftrs
t
goal
is
to
repair
the
damage
."
head.
Toombs said that the party respon "Your's is not in such good shape,"
·sible for paying the damages had not
she said.
The sprinkler in the kitchen of ApL been decided.
535 sprayed out so much water that it Names withheld per request of residenls .
leaked through to the first floor. ResiTenured
" -.
dents in the apartments beneath them
from Page 1
said there was water in their ki tchens,
bathrooms, and two of ~ be.drooms. fessor of Ps ychology; Gwendolyn
"The water was coming out of the Turner, associate professor of Elemenlights," said a resident from Apt. 525. tary and Early Childhood Education;
Hale-Meindl said that Apt. 535 sus- Glenn White, associate professor of
tained damage from the fire, primari ly, Behavioral Studies; Lorna Williams,
though there was water damage as well. associate professor of Foreign Lan"The two apartments beneath were guages andLiteraU1re;Roosevelt Wright
affected by the sprinkler system," she Jr., vice chancellor of Academic Afsaid. "And even that was minimal."
fairs; and Eclith Young, associate proThe residents from all three apart- fessorofEducational Studies. The honments wereonl y allowed back into their orees and Horne all received trophies
apartments to get personal items for made from clocks for their accomplishthat night and the next day. Hale-Meindl ments.
offered the club house to the inconveNance joked that he and Young
nienced occupants. Lisa Grubbs, Di- used to be counted four times for Unirector of Residential Life, was also at versity statistics. The audience in attenthe apartments Monday night and of- dance laughed when he said, "Now
fered a room at the residence halls.
we're counted only once."

Fire

Earn $300-$1000 in your spare time!
HEALTHY NON SMOKING MALES
AGES 18-45
You can earn hundreds of dollars and help generic
drugs obtain FDA approval. Gateway Medical
Research, Inc. has been conducting research for
phanneceutical companies for years, and thousands
of people have participated. To find out how fun and
easy it can be to earn $$$, call Donna at (314) 9462110 anytime.

Gateway Medical Research
116 N. Main Street
St, Charles, MO 63301
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Martial arts teach students

R
E

more than just how to fight

D

by Scott Lamar

·JMENACE

of The Current staff

..r. by Don Barnes

The bar scene can be a brutal one.
Nobody knows that better than Wade
Blackwell, a 36-year-old financial
planner_ After having grown up in
South S1. Louis, Blackwell always
considered himself a pretty good

of The Current staff
I must say it's been a rather
interesting two weeks since the last
~ time l' ve made an entry. I hope you
brought a change of clothes.
"3
First of all, I want to say something to Kendall Mines and all of
the students involved in revealing
what ! have come to call the University Scholars Program Scholarship
scam. Thank you, all ,of you, for
what you did. I'm not an honor
.(; student, and l' ve never received the
scholarship mentioned, so I am not
directly affected by your actions in
this matter. I was, however, inspired
.. by them. What you people,did is an
admirable thing. You organized and
infonned yourselves, voiced your
, dissatisfaction to the powers that be
and, with some persisten~e, received
the desired result. Activated and
dedicated. I like it!
Now, you University folks on
the other hand. Man , I don't know
til about this one. That was a pretty
sneaky rna e there. Did you really
., believe that no one, not one person,
would notice? Get a grip! What, do '.
you think we're idiots? Or is it that
.. you just didn't think it was necessary to inform us about the decision? Either way, it sickens me.
You know, I'm proud of the fact
that I'm a student, that I'm seeking
a higher education. I gave up more
than I need to mention' to be here,
~ and I continue to sacrifice to remain
here. And I chose this university
more for sentimental reasons than
~
any other. I was proud to say I •
1/1 attended UM-SL Louis. But as I
once heard a man say, "I don't feeJ
so proud no mo."Amovelike this one
4iI makes me wonder where the consciousness of the University lies. It
• makes me question Ihe integrity of
this institution and its leadership. And
... itma'.cc:me doubttheisolationofth..is
incident (especially afterarecentconversation I had with somet ,llas from
the school of optometry).
I know it isn't easy running a
university. In reaJity it's probabJy a
~ majorpainintheass.Butlrelyonyou
• people to do it; wise.ly, respectfully
and energetically. 1 don' t have much
time for "policing the university,"
andinallhon o ty,ilreallyshouldn't
; <fi be a concern of mine. I should be able
to truS! you to do ill should be able to
'" have faith in your leadership.
;p
Or maybe I should be wmmitted.
Maybe. But YOll know what: If I go
~ m taking you with me.
Alright On to other things. Some
ofyoy may.haveheard about the drive
• by UM-S LLouisstudentKeIly Bailey
to get a coffee house kind of joint
. ' gOi~g here on campus. I'm n ot a
coffee drinker,andl prefertostudy in
seclusion, but I am one of those fi..TJge.r
snappin' poetry people, SO lreaUy dig
the idea. I think something like this
wDuld be a fabulous addition La the
• atmosphere of !his place.
'This isn't the first time someone
~ has considered Iheprospec!.of developing an on-campusa.!t.emative to !he
Underground, though I think itis the
flIS1 time 3.'1yone has taken any real
I • sl!':ps toward initiating the project I
~
enconrage everyone \viL\} an opinion
~ on this maller to Contact Bailey at
895-1043. Activate and dedicate,
folks. It won'thappenovemight, but
it can happell.
In my last few lines I would) ike to
~uch briefly on !he student govemt f!)t'-!ll association meeting takmg place
~ 1 !:his week. (See the Newsv;rire for
, date, time and location.) If anything
l~ rve. saul, In Hie lastS1Xhundred worci~
~ .
h'
\ I!ladeany Jmpact ~nyo~, !l .cn please,
4'f0me to the mcc!mg. I m not gonna
At up. 1 can ifun:k of n umerous
, _ ~ore fY1e.:'lStlf'able ways to ~;p(!od an
hour and a half once a month than
addressing !.he prevalent issues that
~are currently affecting studentS and
I ," :tIe Uni versity . But I carl't think of
..m:any fee~ings ilia! top the one I get
';"hcn I find alit that a room full of
People has been having the same
" 'hOugi11S abollt .someL.lJing. It's great
fu r;d peoplelhat are willXng to work
;ng,elher ill bri'l1g about thechange we
all see as,necc~.
• p ower \.C the pI'.,opte-people.
I

fighter. One night, however, while he
and a friend were leaving a drinking
establishment, 'they were jumped by
four other men. Although neither man
was seriously injured, Blackwell said
that he left the scene with afeeling that
the whole incident could have been
avoided.
"Even with the kills I had, "

Photo: Mike Bowdern

Chuck Fannin gives the heavybag a backflst.

Blackwell said, "I felt that I still
needed to take better care of myelf. "
The scene described above is
something that many people can
somehow relate to. Yo u're in a bar,
people are drinking and getting a
little rowdy , and things can get out
of hand. Ultimately , someone will
usually get injured, arrested or both.
For that particular reason and
Photo: Mike Bowdern
various others, many people have
discovered thatkarate is a great way
Keith Baker puts some power Into a jump side kick.
to learn how to protect themselves
while getting in shape at the same
time.
ChuckFannin,ajunioratUM-St.
ation. If it was just one thing, it
Tracy's Karate, founded by Al couldn't be good for everyone."
Louis, was allured to the holistic gains
Tracy, offers its students a unique
Although learning how to fight is from studying karate .
, program designed to meet the indi- a major selling point, many students
"I am more flexible and I am
vidual needs of anyone. Unlike other do it to get in shape and build self- more confident now," Fannin said.
martial arts studios, Tracy's allows confidence.
Another draw is that Kempo is
students to learn through private lesmore
of an Americanized system,
"I took karate to learn how to
sons as opposed to a group setting so fight," said Jason Beasley, a UM-St. Zimmerman said. Some of the tradithat the instructor can better gauge Louis student majoring in computer Lions from the Far East, like ieaming
his or her progress. The system of science, "but you really get a feeling the language of Korean or Chinese,
karate taught at Tracy's is called of accomplishment when you receive still prevail in other American stuKempo. Kempo is not a specific form a belt. Getting one isn't easy."
dios, he said.
of karate, rather it is a combination
"We don't yell, break boards or
Keith Baker, a freshman majorof various other disciplines such as ing incriminal justice, started taking do th ings for show," Zimmerman said.
aikido (grappling), kung fu (speed) karate for different reasons.
"We don 't require people to wear
and judo (throw downs and take
"Several of my friends were in- uniforms either except for an upperdowns). Tracy took all of the self- volved in it," said Baker, who hopes level belt test."
defense techniques, of which there to get his black belt next month , "and
The belt system at Tracy's in asare thousands, that he felt were work- it was a sport that I was really inter- cending order is: orange, purple, bl ue,
able and put them together to form es ted in. "
green, brown (three degrees) and
Kempo.
black
(ei ght degrees). In addition to
Zimmerman said that a person
"There are totally different cir- who comes in and says that they just knowing approximately 269 self-decumstances in a fight," said Brad want to do it to get in shape isn 't fully fense techniques, Zimmerman said
Zimmerman, an inslructoratTracy's. aware of all the benefits.
that an individual must prove that
"Because you may have to deal with
"If you just walk in a say that you they can defend themselves on a onea man who is taller than you, bigger want to get in shape, I'll tell them to on-one situation before receiving a
than you or faster than you, our sys- go play racquetball." Zimmerman black bell.
tem is versatile enough that it deals said. "But if you want to gel in shape
"You don't come here for the glitz
with all of the different areas of and make it interesting and learn how and glamour," Blackwell said. "You
instruction that you learn how to use lo defend yourself in the process, come here so that you know within
what's more applyable for that situ- martial arts is the perfect mix."
yourself that you don't have to fight "

Nazi prosecutor speaks on the evidence at Nuremburg
I

moving excerpt from the
groundbreaking book just recently
reissued by Barnes and Noble.
"Nuremburg stands firmly
After the allied victory in WWII,
against
the resignation of man to
the victors assigned prosecutors the
of man," he read .
the
inhumanity
gruesome task of gathering and pre"Because
of
Nuremburg-and
the
senting evidence against alleged
of
man's
effort
which
it
represents
N azi wa r cri minals to a War
attempt to elevate justice and law
Crimes Tribuna l in Nuremburg
over
inhumanity and warcthere is
Germany.
hope for a better toThe impact of their
morrow. We may enuncovering of the Nazi's
ter the atomic age deunspeakable cri mes
termined that tyranny
against humani ty still ~~Many Americans were shocked
shall not eXlend its
echoes throughout th e
sway, nor war become
world today. The Tribu- when they read of the terrifying
its game-placing our
nals punishment of the evidence presented. "
faith in the cause of
Nazis for war crimes set
justice, in the freedom
a precedent for international law that made war crimes said. "Weare honore.d by the pres- of man, and in the mercy of God."
Harris not only gathered and
something that people may eventu- enceoneofthe heros (of Nuremburg)
who labored into being the universal presented evidence to the Tribunal ,
ally have to answer to.
On this the 50th an niversary standards fOi justice and human de- but he was chosen by head prosecutor Jackson to witness the exyear of the trial, Nuremburg pros- cency."
I
Harris spoke of his book first ecutions. Unfortunately, one of the
ecutor Whitney Harris spoke Thursday at the Honors College on his published in 1954 about his observa- head Nazi's, Hermann Goering,
experiences at the trial and the im- tions at the trial titled "Tyranny on killed himself before the allies
pact he hopes it will have in today ' s Trial: The Evidence at Nuremburg." could hang him.
He repeatedly reiterated his
As this was the first major publicasociety.
Harris spoke to a packed house tion about the Tri ! at Nuremburg , hopes that the precedent set by the
of Honors College students, facu lty Harris and Glas'man said that many Tribunal in Nuremburg would be
from various departments and older Americans were shocked when they used to punish the ringleaders of
members of the com munity. Chan- read of the terrifying evidence pre- those committing atrocities to innocent civilians in Rwanda and
cellor Blanche Touhill was also in sented.
In his speech Harris also read a Bosnia.
attendance along wi th curator .1ary
He also spoke of his recent visit
LO Nur mburg for an anniversary
conference at which he was the only
American and the only former pros-

Julie Pressman

of The Cu rrent staff

Gillespe. The event was co-sponsored by the Center for International
Studies. Joel Glassman, the director, introduced Harris.
"Mr Harris and his wife Jane are
of course widely known throughout
this community for their good works
to support education, culture and research-some of INhich have been direcled at this university," Glassman

ecutor.

.;ype

PhDto: Julie Pressman
Whitney Harris and Chancellor Blanche Tou hill.

Following the spe.ech he fielded
several questions from audience members. A reception in Honor's dining
room followed the. question/answei
session. In addition to wine and hors d'
oeuvres, the recently reissued Tyranny on Trial was available for sale
and signing.
Harris is a resident of Ladue and
gives presentatiDns on !he subject of
Nuremburg at various universities
throughout LhecoUlltry. Now flftyyears
. afler his. "crifice of over a year of his
life to avenge the deaths of miliions,
Harris wants 10 make sure thal no one
forgets Nuremburg or the innocent
civilians who died to make the trials
necessary,

"A spiny ant-eater because
nobody knows about me."
- Jennifer Twitty
Sophomore • Bio-Physics

"An iguana because their very
ancient and they have long tails."
- Monica McLaren
Junior • English

"An eagle because they can
soar peacefully and they have
- Mendy Stephens
Senior - Child development

"A cheetah because they get
what they want--quick!"
- Sharone Hopkins
Freshman· English
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Presidents

to rob a truck that houses out-Df circulation currency. Obtaining "dead
presidents"-money bearing the picThe Hughes Brothers are at ilagain. tures of past presidents is his main
After producing the highly popular obsession.
He recruits Jose, Skip, Delilah, and
"Menace IT Society" they have produced yet another blockbuster: "Dead friends Cleon (Bokeem Woobine) and
Kirby (Keith David) to help him in his
Presidents."
plan
to steal the cash. The plan goes
"Dead Presidents" is a movie about
awry
and each of them is either killed or
the struggles of a group of friends in the
late '60s. Anthony , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff

-----=-----------~-~--------- Rock & Roll
The Fabulous Thunderbirds
"Roll of the Dice"

Behind fo unding member Kim W ilson and
new lead guitar player Kid Ramos, The Fabu.
lous Thunderbirds have released yet another in
a long list of b luesdriven recordings,
"Roll of the Dice ."
The harp p laying
Wilson takes center
stage on tbis record
after years of p lay ing in til e shadow s
of former guitarists
Jim mie V a ughan
and D uke Robill ard.
W hat results is a
trademark Tex M ex -B oogie-B lues
sound that' s de fi ned
the Thund erbirds
since their 1975 inception.
Joinin g Wilson
Fabulous Thunderbl rds reiease aibum " Roi l of the Dlce/'
and Ramos on "Roll

r-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - ----,

of the Dice," are fellow founding member
and drumm er F.ran Christina; bassi st M ark
Carr in o; rh y thm guitarist Danny
Kor tchma r; keyboardist Gene Taylor and
guitarists David Grissom and Harvey
Brooks.
The first and title track is one of the
best on the disk. Wilson's vocals and harp
playing are first rate as are preformances
of Ram os , Grissom and the entire rhythm
section. On the second track "Too Many
lions in the Fire," Wilson Ramos and
Christ ina co mbine to produce a sound not
heard sin e the band's 1986 album "Tough
E nough ." Other songs of note include the
guitar- driven "How do I get you back?",
the somewhat sedated "I Don ' t Wanna be
the One," the rhythm and blues inspired
" Memory from Hell," and the Cajun-flavored " Do as I say." Wilson and the newlook Thunderbirds provide evidence a
plenty thal "Roll of a Dice" is just the tip
of a big iceberg. --Mic hael Urness

------------------------------Alternative
Truck Stop Love
"Fu entez the Kil ler"
After finding moderate success with their
release "How I Spent M y Sum mer Vacation," Truck Stop L ove has rel ea seda fivesong EP to quench those thirsty for m ore of
their mu sic.
The EP "Fuente·z the K iller ," contains
two previousl y unrelease d songs, that appeared on the last disc, and one son g th at
appea red on " Y ou Got Lucky: A T rib ute To
Tom Petty."
"Liste n To Her Heart," the song off of
the Petty tri bute d isc, is the best of the
bunch. L ead s inger M a tt M ozier do es a great
Petty i mp er son atio n. By remaking " L isten
To Her Heart" they g iv e m usic fans the
choic e between the origin al or th e new version .
On the first two s ongs "Oth er Stars" and
"So Deep ," Mozier soun d s a little too much
like M ichael Stipe of R.E,M. His vo ice resembl e s that of Stipe, and the music bears a
slight re semblance to so me early work by
R.E .M.
T he CD displays a weird picture_ The

pi cture is o f a
man sniffing A ce
H ard wa r e p a int
thinner. A cool
thing about the
CD case is the
Vintage Vin yl
bu mper sticker on
th e band's bus.
Bei ng from Kansas, th e band has
been to S1. L ouis
several times .
Th ey pl ayed
her in the Mis sissippi R iverfest
las t mon th . Do n't
be sur prised to
see the ban d come
ro lling th ro ug h
Truck Stop Love has released a new EP to compliment thei r
town soon.
last release "H ow I Spent My Summer Vacation."
Look
for
Truck S top Lov e
to become a bi g name group soon . Their music is ju st too they weren' t the hottest thin g s ince J e llo
g o od to rem ain unnoticed . By getting this to hit the market . --Ken D unkin
disc now , you can say you heard ·them when

(Larenz
Tale"Menace II Society") finds his life
turned upsidedown.
His parents try to
pressure him into
going to college, bu t
what
Anthony
wan ts to do is join
the Marine Corps.
He enlists and finds
himself in Vietnam
fighting in the front
lines of the jungle.
His buddies
Skip (Chris Tucker"Fridays"), Jose
(Freddy Rodriguez)
later join him on the
front line .via the
draft Jose becomes
a explosive expert,
Anthony (Lorenz Tate) operates in whitebut eventually bums
face
to snag some "Dead Presidents."
his hand too badly to
serve longer. Skip
joins Anthony's platoon and sees the arrested. Anthony is then sentenced to
horror of war. From ambushes where jail time for his part in the crime.
their commander is shot. the two are in
The movie is great The clothes and
sweeps through the enemy territory. scenery are perfect for the era 1968-74
Anthony is exposed 10 terror he has and the actors give convincing perfornever seen before and becomes emo- mances.
tionally detached from the killings.
"I got a chance to meet a lot of
Upon his retWll from the war, An- Vietnam veterans,"Tatesaici "I have a
thony fmds that his girlfriend Juanita uncle who was in Vietnam. I called hirn
(Rose Jackson) has given birth 10 his after I got the part He said it sounded
child. He takes full responsibility for cool and he would like to see it So
the child and eventually moves in with when I went in I knew what mind state
her.
that I had to be in."
Life is going good for Anthony
The role was perfect for Tate. He is
untilthebutchershopheworksatcloscs. a up and coming actor that has a ton of
He begins to suffer heavily from flash- potential. He is perfect in his role as the
backs and begins to fight heavily with distraught Vietnam vet
Juanita.
The movie is cool and it is another
He then attends a Black Panthers great effort by the Hughes Brothers.
meeting in Nhich he sees Juanita's They are just two guys who put out the
sister Delilah (N'Bushe Wright). The most realistic movies in the industry.
wheels begin turning in Anthony's hea£L For adventure and action check out this
He has no money so he begins to plan shoot-em-up movie.

It's Budget
Time!
Applications for Student Activity.B udget
Committee will be accepted October 2
through October 24.
The committee allocates monies to student organizations
requesting funding. Applicants must be registered students
with a 2.0 cumulative grade point average.

Applications are available in the Student
Government Association office.
(_
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is having a

HOMECOMING SPECIAL
$42.95 for all Gingiss Custom Collection Tuxedos
.A nd the Alexander Julian Tuxedo Lines
prices are goodfor the 1995 Homecoming only
for in stock tuxedos only
no good for any other event

Gingiss F ormalwear
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291-1777
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Student named Mr. St. Louis in Missouri bodybuilding competition
by Ken Dunkin
of The Cu rrent staff

by Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff

In a rather forgettable baseball
season, the StLouis Cardinals have
slipped even lower in the overall
major league ranlcings.
The team has fifth worst winning percentage in the majors, and
the second worst in the National
league at .432. Their current record
is 60-79.
This season is one of the worst
to be a Cards fan. In the beginning
of the season the team lacked the
quality to win the pennant, but had
some players with the potential talent to help keep the team out of the
basement. in the National league .
This is a really bad combination.
The team has four top notch
players, Brian Jordan, Ray
Lankford, Benard Gilkey, and Tom
Henke, they led the team all season.
Jordan and Lankford have been
nothing short of excellent Had the
Cards been in contention for a playoff spot, Lankford would be a MVP
candidate. His .276 batting average
is fourth on the team, he leads the
team with 25 home runs and 81 runs
batted in (rbi). Lankford haS been
the teams most consistent player.
While all the talk about Jordan
,has been about his new three-year
baseball only contract, he has quietly displayed MVP numbers. Just
like Lankford, he suffers from the
great-player/bad-team syndrome.
The Cards have had many problems this season. Pitching has been
the biggest problem. Free agents
pitchers Ken Hill, and Danny Jackson did anything but help the staff.
Hill was traded to the Cleveland
Indians while Jackson was destroyed by injuries. Jackson has a 212 Ittord to go with a 5.90 earned
run average (era), the stats obviously don't warrant the huge contract he was given last winter.
A major problem with the pitching staff was the lack of experience.
Allan Watson. is in his second year,
Donavan Osborne is in his third,
and Brian Barber is a rookie. They
still have a lot of adjusting to do.
. When they do learn how to pitch the
hitters better, look out.
While Lankford and Jordan enjoyed huge seasons, injuries took
their toll on a few Cards. Tom
Pagnozzi was hitting a awesome
.215 when he was lost for the season. Gerimino Penajoined the disabled list twice this season, after
four pro seasons he still has the
"potential" label that was stuck on
him when he joined the major
leagues. He was batting .267 with
17 RBI. This season was supposed
to be the put up or shut up year for
Pena and it seems that he would
rather shut'up. Look for David Bell
La be the front runner for the second
'base position next season;
For the rest of the team this was
a washout year. Ozzie Smith suf. fered a injury early in the season
and never returned to his normal
form with the glove or bat. Smith's
. replacement Tripp Cromer somehow managed to hit a few homers
} this season (the little man can hit).
'He may be small, and his baL may
look like a toothpick but he has
• some surprising power. RookieJ 000
Mabry had a good season, his aver~ age hovered around the .300 mark
most of the year.
'i\\
The rest of the team is disap• pointing. Scott Cooper had two good
weeks, the first week and one in the
middle of the year. Two weeks don't
make a season. Coopers position
with the Cards could be in serious
jeopardy because the Cards acquired
Jose 0 Ii via from the Atlanta Braves
.~ a month ago.
Nf'yt >:f':t'l1n could be the Canis

little bodyparts for football,"
"I had been talking about doing
Haberstroh said. "You have to worry a show for the past six or seven
about calves, abs, and triceps in . months," Haberstroh said. "My sucRick Haberstroh, a UM-St. bodybuilding. IIi football most cess comes down to getting serious
Louis student won first place in the people only work their legs chest, about my diet. I haven't had fast
heavyweight division in the Mr. St. arms."
food in two years."
Louis competition.
He exhibits dedication that it
The next competition for
The event was held on Sept. 23. takes to be a top notch bodybuilder. Haberstroh is the Mr. Ozarks meet
It was the fifth annual Gold;s Gym He spends 12-15 hours a week work- at Southwest Missouri State. The
1995 NPC St. Louis bodyevent will take place in May
building championship, it
of 1996. This will gi ve him
took place at the Chestera lot of time to prepare.
field YMCA and all com"I want to compete at
"Training in the gym is fun. My
petitors were from Mis240 pounds for that tournafavorite part is the next day
souri.
ment," Haberstroh said. He
The . competition was
when my legs are so sore I can't competed at225 for the Mr.
the first for Haberstroh,
St. Louis contest.
walk up steps. I know I had a
and winning his division
The more tournaments
good workout when it hurts. "
made it even more memohe wins, the farther he will
rable. He finished second
move up the amateur ladin the all-weights division.
der. The road to the national
"It was a shock that I won the ing out. This includes lifting weights tournament is long and hard but he
contest," Haberstroh said. "It was for up to a hour and a half every . will do what ever it takes.
neat, something real exciting ."
day. He also rides a stationary bi"I hope I can qualify for a naSurprisingly he has only been cycle 20 minutes a day.
tional show," Haberstroh said.
working for physique for two years.
"Training in the gym is fun,"
In addition to being a accomHe had previously been working Haberstroh said. "My favorite part plished bodybuilder he also is a
out to prepare for football since age is the next day when your legs are very successful insurance salesman.
12. After realizing that football so sore you can't walk up steps. He has been selling insurance for
wasn't his future he began to focus You know you have a good work two years and has been included
on bodybuilding ...
out when it hurts."
in the Top 15 agents list for as
"The only difference between
He had been considering doing long.
bodybuilding and lifting for foot- a show for a while before. he fmally
"Bodybuilding has been fun,"
ball is you don't concentrate on realized he was ready.
Haberstroh said.

Photo: Ken Dunkin

Rick Haberstroh display s his Mr. St . Louis trophy.

Could yellow be her favorite color?
microeconomics. She is a is frozen on Fox for Melrose P lace . even scored tickets to the Chicago
communications major.
Thursday it' s th e Seinfeld line up . game two weeks ago .
"This semester is an easy But, she says Wednesday nights
"It was great to be at the
one as far -as the credit hours aren't bad either. Frohlich finds game," Frohlich sa id. "I saw
are concerned," Frohlich David Letterman to be one of th e (Chr i s) Miller' ge t the crap
said, "because I'm only tak- best entertainers on television.
knocked o ut o f him ."
ing 12."
Also professional sports are a
A huge St. Louis Blues fan,
She has taken 15 credit part of her "problem." Monday nigh t
hours in all previous semes- football is on her list, and next to
See Frohlich
ters and summer sessions are Detroit(the city her boyfriend hails
Page
no stranger to her.
from), the Rams are her pick . She
"I chose UMS1. Louis because
I wanted to play
Division II soccer,
and I liked the idea
of staying in
town," Frohlich
said.
Presently,
Frohlich's GPA is
"around a 2.8, but
that's because college algebra was a
tough class and it
killed my average
right off the bat."
Along
the
lines of addictions, Frohlich admi ts to ha ving
one, televi.sion.
Once off the field
and the books are
not an option,
Frohlich becomes
File Photo
part television
Rlverwoman soccer captain Jennife r Frohlich kicks the ball inbounds.
junkie. Monday
Frohlich Is a team leader that sometimes has a problem with refrees.
night the channel
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by Eric Thomas
of The Current staff

that we're on the same team."
This 1993 Oakville graduate has
been playing sports since she was
The captain of a team is consid- little. In high school she started all
ered important for a number of rea- four years. By the time she was a
sons, and there are numerous jobs junior Frohlich earned fIrst team
that are included, leadership, disci- AlI-M.;tro recognition, and history
pline, and performance. The cap- repeated itself her senior year.
tain usually has proved their impor- Oakville won the state championtance to the team and made their ship in 1991 and with Frohlich on
presence on the field known to all the team, their record for four years
players friend or foe. Setting the was 98-8-2. There are a number of
example for new players, standing people here at UM-SL Louis that
up for teammates and being vocal to are pleased that Frohlich chose to
referees when the officiating is weak play here.
is also required of a captain. These
"Jenny is great for the team,"
reasons, and more, are reasons why Head Coach Ken Hudson said. "She
junior Jennifer Frohlich is cap- plays great, she's a defensive
. tain of the Riverwomen Soccer midfielder, and the team looks up to
team and an athletic scholarship her." "Her confidence really got a
boost with her goal against Southrecipient.
"Jenny is a real leader, both on west Baptist, proved she can put the
the field and off," freshman for- ball in the net. She's also our bigward Carrie Marino said. "She's gest player, so that helps out in our
reliable, physical, and knows how size department," he said.
to get the team moving during
Currently, Frohlich is enrolled
games. I dread being on the other in two advertising class~s, one pubrelations
class,
and
team during practices, and it's good . lic

Redmond pleased despite losses Marino injured in
by Ethan McCollister and Ken Dunkin
of The Current staff
In the Gaffney's Classic, the UM-St. Louis Rivermen played well and earned a tie in their rust game .
The Rivermen tied West Texas A&M 0-0 last
Friday night A&M is a tough team. They're currently
undefeated and are ranked eighth in Division II soccer.
The Rivermen post a 2-5-2 record.
"We played well," said Riverman Matt Gober. "It
was a gamewhere all 11 guys on the field played well."
. The team had to play well. A&M is a highly
talented team, the Rivermen seemed to be a changed
team. No longer were they the tearn that had been
shutout five times this season, they were the highly
talented team that started off the season with aspira. tions of going to the NCAA Div II tournament.
"This game we played the way that we were supposed to all season," Gober said. "We quit worrying
and played soccer: We played well because 11 guys
played well, not three or four individuals.
"We walked off the field happy, thal's all you can
::l~k

for" hI'. <min

The Rivermen played Rockh!lfst on Monday.
Rockhurst is currently ranked sixth in Div. II.
Before the game against A&M the soccer season
has started off slow, the team was 2- 5-1. A change
. was made. Kevin Smith has been made the starting
sweeper. He has great speed and great talent for
playing in the backfield.
Starting goalie Mark Lynn is doing a impressi ve
job in goal. He picked up a shutout against A&M.
"Mark always plays well," Gober said.
Rivemien Head Coach Tom Redmond said this
is a tight and aggressive team, and they get along
well. Though they may not be winning many games
right now, he has no complaints about the team.
Redmond is impressed with the the support they
have given one another. He said they are the most
enthusiastic players he has seen in recent. years .
Even those who do not start are full of enthusiasm.
The team is enjoyable to work with and they share

See Men's soccer
Pa eB

game against Quincy
by Eric Thomas
of The Current staff
The Riverwomen Soccer team
was in action again last weekend in
Quincy, Ill. and the team knew that
it wasn't going to be an easy time.
But have no fear, Head Coach Ken
Hudson had his game-plan down
two nights before the team even
left.
''1' m going to slide Marcie
(Scheske) up top with J enni Burton
on the forward line. Jenny (Frohlich)
will take midfield, and Dianne
(Ermcling) will be the stopper. This
adjustment to the defense will add
numbers to the back, and Frohlich
can easily score."
The Riverwomen were up

Q uinc y. Both Northeast and Quincy
are ranked in the MIAA .
" We :ve go t the depth to beat
them, we just need to keep their
players marked and not give up the
ball in our end," injured forward
Carrie Marino said.
Marino tore some cartilage in
her knee an d underwent orthoscopic
surgery on Saturda y.
"The doctors don't know how
extensive th e damage is, so I don't
kno w ho w lo ng I'll be sidelined,"
Marino sai d last Thursday, "and
that really sucks."
Burton added the all·time scoring title at UM-St. Louis to her list

See Riverwomen
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Frohlich
from Page 7
Athletics Schedule
Men's Soccer
vs. Drury
vs. SW Baptist

Oct. 6, 7:30
Oct. 7,7:30

Women's Soccer
UM-St. LDuis Classic
vs. E. Illinois
Oct 7,2:00
vs. Presbyterian
Oct. 8, 1:00

Volleyball
@ SW Baptist
.MlAA Weekend
@ MO Southern
@ NE l'.1issouri

Oct. 3, 7:00
Oct 6, TBA
Oct 7,m
Oct 11,7:00

Recreational Sports
Table Tennis ............... ................................ .. ........... ..... ......... Oct. 2-6, TBA
Punt, Pass and Kick. ... ........... ....................... ... ................ ...... Oct. 3 and 5, 2-4 p.m.
Volleyball Toumey .. .. ..... . ·.............. ............. ............ .. ..... ....... Oct. 18,7-11 p.m.
Coed Hoc Soc .... ..................... ........................... ............. ....... Oct. 23 , 7, 8, 9 p.m.
Floor Hockey ........................ ... .. ................... ................... .. .... Oct. 25, 7, 8, 9 p.m.

Get Your Money Anytime You Need It-Right
Here On Campus!

THE AUTOMATIC

TELLER
at Normandy Bank in the University Center.
Normandy Bank Customers, get your
application at the facility in U. Center or
call us at 383-5555. H your account is
with another bank your ATM card can
be used at the machine in U. Center if it
has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.

1iiI~

CIRRUS.

Member FDIC
383-5555
7151 Natural Bridge · St. Louis, MO 63121

Looking for a job to earn extra money for the Holidays?
Look no fu rther than Saint Louis Galleria and
Crestwood Plaza in St. Louis, Missouri!

U'oliday Job Fairs
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
/.
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For nlore information, call the
Holiday .Jo b F'air Hotli ne at 995-1400.

Frohlich is critical of Iron Mike
Keenen and his policies. Furthermore, she totally supports Brenden
Shanahan's requ est that if Coach
Keenan were to come to Hartford,
Shanahan be traded back to St.
Louis.
On the music spectrum, Frohlich
listens to just about everything .
"Tammi (Madden) li stens to all
that alternative stuff, bands I can't
even remember the names of 'cause
they are so weird," Frohlich said.
"But I listen to Pearl Jam, Boys II
Men, and love John Michael Montgomery."
"I love movies with Brad Pitt
and Kurt Russell. Tombstone was
'great, and I've seen Forrest Gump
at least 30 times," she said.
After checking numerous score
sheets and conversing with a number of Riverwomen, one may deduce that Frohlich has a fetish with
the color yellow .
" Jenny is a very physical player,
and that sometimes gets her in
trouble," Marino said.

It's unconfirmed, but Frohlich
may hold the yellow-card record .
She's no stranger to them, and even
was forced to sit out one game during last year 's Florida trip because
she had acquired five. This season
Frohlich already has three under
her belt.
"Sometimes there are players
getting picked on or roughed up,
and so I'll go and show 'em what's
up," said Frohlich. "Someone's
gOlLa do it."
Frohlich grew up in South
' County and has two sisters, both
athletically inclined. Her oldest
younger sister, Stacy, plays soccer
for Meremec. Tho duo played on
the same select team, Busch, but
that proved to be too much competition between the two.
"Stacy thought about coming to
UM-St Louis, but dec ided on
Meremec," Frohlich said. "My
youngest sister, Lauren, is a freshman at Oakville and just made the
volleyball team."
Frohlich grew up with nine

brothers and sisters and 35 cousins.
"Family events atmy grandma's
house are huge!" Frohlich said.
Presently, Frohlich is employed
by Maritz Inc . out 1-44 in Fenton.
She is a supervisor of sales and
wireless equipment and service,
"I just applied over a year ago
and they hired me," Frohlich said.
Frohlich started all 20 games
her freshman season. a nd scored
her first collegiate goal in a 5-1
victory over Bellarmine on Oct 23 ,
1993. Her sophomore year she finished fourth on the team in scoring
with four goals and 11 assists combining for 19 points. This season
she stands to make an even bigger
impact.
"Jenny is a real aggressive
player and is at the core of the
team," Hudson said.
So when you go to the games
keep an eye out for number 13.
Frohlich makes things happen, and
no matter how many little yellow
cards she gets, the team is behind
her 110%.

from Page 7

Riverwomen
::.
from Page 7

Men's soccer
a positive attitude on the field.
. If the team thought the A&M
game was tough, they were probably thinking the same about their
game Sunday against Rockhurst.
Rockhurst is currently ranked s~xth
in the Div. II men's soccer poll.
The Rivermen took on
Rockhurst last Sunday, they lost
the game 2-l.
"We had a bad referee," Gober
said. "It seemed like they had 12
players on the field."
A referees decision made a
huge d i f fer ence in the game.
Rockhurst was awarded a penalty
kick after a foul which Gober said
was out of the goalie box.
"The foul was out of the box,"
Gober said. "When we questioned
his call he told us 'if you learned
-

how to play defense maybe that call
would not havebe'en given.' That
was very unprofessional. Tom
(Redmond) is really upset." .
Rockhurst scored on the penalty kick.
The upside for the Rivermen
was they scored a goal . In their
previous five losses they had been
shutout. Joe Fisch scored the goal,
John Quante assisted.
"It was a nice goal," Gober said.
"We completed a few nice passes.
Quante crossed to Fisch, and he
shot it in.
The overall record fell to 2-6-2.
The team is in action this Friday
.
against Drury at 7:30.
"We need 1O start winning,"
Gober said. "Losing is getting
old."

of accomplishments. Her goal
against Southwest Baptist last week
boosted her total to 122 p oints in
her career at UM-St. Louis. B urton
broke former Riverwoman Joan
Gettemeyer's (1981 -84) record. It
took Gettemeyer 71 games to set
the mark. It took Burton ~ 9 games
to pass her. For her career, the
Riverwomen are 20-4-1 when she
scores a goal and 13-1 when she
scores two or more.
Last weekend the Riverwomen
took on Northeast Missouri State.
They lost the game 2-0.
" We didn't play with any intensity," Hudson said.
The Riverwomen are currently
ranked 19th in the Division II soccer poll.

--
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SGACommittees prepare foraction
by Susan Benton
of The Current staff
The Student Government Association kicked off its first assembly
meeting of the 1995-96 academic
year on Sept. 19. At the meeting,
members were asked to sign up for
different committees. All of the representatives in attendance decided
upon the committees which were
broken down into the seven most
important issues facing UM-St.
Louis students today. Three task
forces were formed at the meeting
as well.
The SGA formed
the task forces to represent studen ts' voices
in University decisions. A tentative contract that will switch
all soft drink/food
choices to either Coke
or Pepsi is in the works,
so a task force was
formed to register students' opinions on the topic.
"Students are the major consumers of these products on this
campus, as are faculty and staff,"
SGA President Beth Titlow said. "I
feel we should have a say in the
decision."
A financial aid task force plans
to deal with recent federal legislation. Opinions on the current incremental grading system will also be
heard by the +/- task force .
The seven committees formed
were student life, community involvement, maintenance and recycling, finance, student fees, constitution and bylaws, and campus
safety .
The student life committee is
geared towards building cohesion
between the the two campuses and
all UM-St. Louis students.
"Hopefully this [committee]
will facilitate a better bond between
the students and the campuses,"
Titlow said.
Community involvement deals
specifically with gain ing community support for UM-St. Louis.
"This is our opportunity to give

back Lo the community what they
have given [the University]," Titlow
said.
Titlow suggested a "Stay-InSchool" program or a tutoring program with Normandy Middle
School. Other representatives also
suggested adopt-a-family or adopta-park programs.
"I think [community service] a
place where we can really have an
impact," she said. "There's a real
sense of reward that you get from
making that sort of difference in
someone's life that you just can't

"As the face of the school and
students change, we should update
the constitution - preferably every .
two years," she said.
Bylaw changes require a majority vote by the assembly, whereas
altering the constitution requires approval of the Senate Student Affairs
Committee.
The final committee formed at
the meeting involved campus safety.
The issue of the recently disbanded
Student Patrol will be addressed by
this committee. A similar service of
student escorts is hoped to be revived
in the near future.
"For people who
are new or who aren't
fam i liar with the
campus, they ~ re
afraid to walk alone,"
Titlow said.
Titlow said she '
saw several police
officers sleeping in
their cars while on '
night patrol at the University.
"There's no excuse for that,"
Titlow said. "It's an ongoing problem with the University and something has to be done.
"We just want answers," stated
Titlow "We've tried meetings with
the employees, talking to the police
department - unless we get on the
ball, something very bad is going to
happen."
In addition to the goings on with
SGA committees, on Oct. 2 the organization will begin accepting applications for members of the Student
Activities Budget Committee
(SABC). The process will be fmished by the end of November. Anyone interested in serving on the SABC
must first submit an application, then
go through an interview with a member of the executive board of the
SGA. A majority vote chooses new
members.
"The SGA is interested in all
members' opinions," Titlow said.
"And technically, the members of the
SGA are the students on this campu s.
Anyone is welcome to join."
The next SGA meeting is Oct. 3
at 3 p.m. in 72 J.e.Penney

The 'seven committees formed were
student life, community involvement,
maintenance and recycling, finance,
student fees, constitution and bylaws,
and campus safety.

He asks her
if she smokes
in bed, and

she replies
"try me Ou.t !" /

O~~Tn~T.~(9.t1?~
- - - -

-

from anything else." .
The maintenance and recycling
committee plans to focus on a campus-wide recycling project and upkeep of the University grounds.
"We are a college campus, some
amount of dirt is to be expected,"
Titlow said. "But when students complain that trashcans on campus are
overflowing and bee infested, when
visitors come here and see our bathrooms with graffiti allover them, that
bothers me. I think we're a better
university than that".
The committee organized for finance is concentrating on tuition
hikes, student fees and cost benefits
of the University.
The communication committee
was formed to serve as a public relations and advertising commiuee for
the University and its organizations.
"You can do something good, but
if nobody knows about it, it doesn't
help you much," Titlow said. "We
need a committee to help publicize,"
she said.
The sixth committee focuses on
the constitution and bylaws. Titlow
feels this committee should change
with the times.

- -- -

PINK
(SOUNDS LlKE

COLLEGE N!GH1S AT THE SCIENCE CEN 1E R. )

Frida y and Saturday nights ar e College Nights at the Science Cent e r ,
all October long. 10ur college ID will get you $1 off on Laser Sho ~
tic ke ts. And it 11 get ;y ou a !'ree OlllNlhlA.X® tic ke t \','hen J' ou buy
another one at regular price. Admission to ~..
the SClence Center lS t ree, parking is
....
.
cheap. What more ceuld you ask for? Dh, _
• St,.lQUIS
:leah. Vie promise, no Barry hlanilo';:.
~clence Center

The Playg round For Your Head

BUY BNE, GET ItNE FREE OMHIMAX
TICKET WITH COLLEGE In.*

$1.110 ftfF LASER SHOWS AT THE
PLANETARIUM WITH COLLEGE 10*

"Titanica"
The Unthink able Disaster,
The Unforgettable Adventure.

Friday s
8:30 Pe arl Jam
9:30 Led Zeppelin
10:30 Pink Floyd

"N':l'

Saturdays
7: 30 U2
8: 30 Pearl Jan
9:30 L e d Zeppelin
10: 30 Pink Flo:id

y ou don't n e ed to b,e 21, but y ou do n ee d a valid coll ep;e ID to rec e ive
Not val~d \: ~t h 8.'Jl j other o l ~er. And i f y our ID s a rak e , it better
be r ea l good-these g u y s are sci enti s t s .
d~scounts.

Spons ored in part by The ni'Verl'ront Times and The Point 105.7
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A week of activities to bring the campus together

H omec-oming Dance
"Moonlight Madness Masquerade "
Saturday, October 21, 1995
. Hyatt Regency at Union Station
Doors Open: 7:00 P.M. Dinner: 7:30 P.M.
Presentation of the Royal Court will be
immediately after dinner.
Dancing follows until midnight .
. Tickets go on sale October t, 1995 in the SGA office, Rm. 262 University Center.
Tickets will also be sold at booths during Homecoming Week. Numbers are limited.
Tickets are $12.50 each, $20.00 for two, or $100 per table. (seats 10)
B lack Tie Optional

... .. .•.•••.. ... ... .... .......... ..........•....

~

...... .

HOMECOMING COURT
Application R ules & R egulations

..
•
:
:
:
••
:•

1. Applicant must be sponsored by at least one student organization.
2. Applicants must have a grade point average of 2.0 or higher.
3. The applicant, if elected, must be able to attend the Homecoming
Parade, Homecoming Game, and the Homecoming Dance.
4. Applications must be submitted by 5:00 P.M. October 13,1995.
Applications are available at the SGA office. Submit applications to
the SGA office, attention Pat Rauscher.
5. A non refundable entry fee of ten dollars is required for each
application.
6. All students are welcome to apply for the Homecoming Court.
fI>

•

:
Elections will be held October 16-20
:
•• ••••••••••••••••• • • ••••••• • ••••••••• • • • •••• •• ••••••••••
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Power Macintosh' 71oo}80 w/CD

8MB RAM1700MB bard drive,
POUler PC 601 processor, CD-ROM drive,
15' color monitor, keyboard and mouse,

Macintosh Performa" 636 w/CD

8MB RAMl500MB hard drive, CD-ROM drive,

15" color monitor, keyboard, mouse and all the
softwareyou're likely to need.
Sure, theres more than one way to get the moneyyou need to buy
a Macintosh' computer. But none is as painless as this. Because
all you have to do is visit the authorized Apple reseUer listed below;
apply for an Apple' Computer Loan, and if you qualify, you can

own a Mac- for a buck or two a day, That's right, for the price
of a daily latte, you can get a Mac and have money left over for
software and a printer. It's easy. No groveling for funds on the
phone with the folks is required. There'U be no bail to post after

robbing the bank. You won't even have to make a payment for
90 days! Just call1-800-Apple-LN to apply, and
"
the power of Macintosh could soon
be yours.The power to be your bese
1!
•

Apple.

For further information visit the Computer Store
Located in the University Center Lobby or call 516-60~4
Hours: Mon~Thur: 10-6
'Hey, you tJ!f!wdn'l give your 1IWIteJ aUKl)' IlJ jusl anyone, wouldyou? Neither can we. Offers e:r:pire Ork!ber 13, 1995. No pnymenI ofprinripal or inleresl will be J't'J{Iiiredfor 90~. InIerest ~ durir« Ibis 9(J.dtly period will be addtd IlJ /be prindpaI and will btur infemJ
which will be indudai in the repaymf!r1l schedule. tbe IJIlJlzlbly /X1ymml qUIJIed abot,~ is un es"moIe bas&i on a IlJIo/ loan f11TIt)tmi of f,1,126.6O, which indudes a sample purchase price of $1,999for /be J'rJIlII!r MaI:ilrIcsIJ 71()(V80 CD system shoum above.1be IlJIo/ loan amounI
oJsu indudes a 60% loan arigi'/I1Jion fee. inlerest is variable bas&i on lbe 0Jmmenial PrJper Rale plus a spread rf 635%. For erampk, the mtmih rf~I 1995 bad an inIeresIl71Ie of12.21% UJi/b an IlII1IUIJIperamJage role (APR) of 13.99'10. ldonJhly {!aymenI for /be IlJIo/ loan
a11llJunl tkscribed a!me u~uJd be $37. MOtIIbly ptI)-menJ
APR sboonIlWJImeS 110 deferment ofprilldJltli IIBII fiqa 1I01111clude.we '" 1«41 $IIu. lax. MD/Ilbl] ~
MpnIHag OIJlIl:tNl ~n sysIntt prices, totlll " - - a .
sI4Ie """ 10<41 salM 1a%eS, ami a chtJnge illlbe I1IOfdbly ""rl4hk hrt.....t ral•• Prl!q1JlliijiaJOOn e:rpetJ;Jes /be loan {!rrJa!:«. buI dnt>s TWI guarrmIal jinaJ loan 1J/l{JroVtl1. suhst!quenJ acapIabIe".,;ftamtm dncuments must ~ rect!ived before your loan is t1{!{JrrJIIetllf1lew,
©1995
CDmpuIer, Inc. All n'ghts rf!SI!1Wi. Apple, /be Apple WfP, ldacinllJsh and "1be power It! beyour besJ" art regisIered lratIernorr;ofAppJewmpuler; Inc. Mt1C is Q /rrJtJentIriofAppIeCDmpuler, Inc. ~ Plus 1/ Q regisIered lrt1demarto[Mindsto{Ie.
be «CCessibIe IlJ ;,IdividwJ/s wiJb disability 1b lam, JrWn! (US only), ad} SIJO.600-780S or TTY SOO.J55.fJ60l.
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Color StyIeWriter" 2400
wJCardShop PiuS'

Ink, corlri4ge and cable included.

